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proper meaning of the word, produces no work. It is culture
that provides the machine through which the natural
potentials are employed for the achievement of work. That
man should ever have discovered this machine must be due
to something rooted deep in his nature, in the very nature,
indeed, of the living creature as such. For living matter
is itself a transformer of energy, life participating, in some
still unknown fashion, in the transformation process. Life
takes place through the fact, that it makes use of natural
physical and chemical conditions as a means to its existence*
The living body is a machine that converts the amount of
energy taken up into its equivalents in other dynamic mani-
festations. One cannot say that physical energy is converted
into life, but only that the transformation is the expression
of life,
In the same way that the living body as a whole is a machine,
so other adaptations to physical and chemical conditions
also have the value of machines that make other forms of
transformation possible. Thus* for example, all the means
employed by an animal for the safeguarding and furthering
of his existence, not to speak of the direct nourishment of
his body, can be regarded as machines that make use of
natural potential in order to produce work. When th&
beaver fells trees and dams up the flow of water, this is an
effort of work conditioned through his differentiation;
and this latter is a natural culture, which, like a machine,
functions as a converter of energy. Similarly, human culture.,
as a natural product of differentiation, is a machine; first
of all a technical one that uses natural conditions for the
transformation of physical and chemical energy, but also a
mental machine using mental conditions for the transfor-
mation of libido*
Just as it has been possible for man to discover the turbine,
and, by leading a river to it, to convert the latter's energy of
motion into electricity capable of manifold applications,
so it has been possible for him to convert, through the aid

